**REEF RULES**

7:30 a.m.  Shotgun start from the bayside end of Dinner Key Channel  
2:30 p.m.  Lines out  
2:30 p.m.  Weigh-in begins at RE docks  
4:30 p.m.  Weigh-in closes (no late admittances accepted)

1. **BOUNDARIES** – None  
2. All anglers must comply with State of Florida fishing-license regulations.  
3. All fish submitted to the tournament weigh master must comply with the current State of Florida regulations applicable to the submitted species.  
4. Rod and reel only – no hand lines or electric reels allowed. (Spear fishing permitted.)  
5. In the event of a tie, the first fish weight will be declared the winner.  
6. All fish presented for weigh-in must be fresh, in edible condition and caught during the fishing hours the day of the tournament.

**PRIZE CATEGORIES**

Single Heaviest Dolphin (Awarded to individual angler)  
Heaviest Combined Weight of 3 Dolphin (Awarded to the boat captain)  
Single Heaviest Non-Dolphin: Wahoo, Kingfish and Tuna (Awarded to individual angler)  
Lady Angler  
Junior Angler (Awarded to individual angler under the age of 16)